
TOBACCO JARS 

Base-metal Tobacco Jars in Mr. Reginald Myer's Collection 

By Charles R. Beard 

TOBACCO jars intended for communal 

use as distinct from personal tobacco boxes, 

carried in the pocket or elsewhere, made their 

first appearance in England during the second 

half of the se\·enteenth century. M. Jorevin de 

Rochefort, \1·hen tra\·elling in this country during 

the reign of Charles II., noted a custom, in his 

experience peculiar to England, and one which 

must kt\·e contributed very largely to the popu

larisation of the table tobacco jar. On one 

occasion, he records, " the supper being finished, 

they set on the table half a dozen pipes and a 

pacquet of tobacco for smoking, which is a general 

custom, as well among women as men." "·ith 

the accession of Dutch William, and the steady 

fall in the price of tobacco, this generous practice 

must have become even more common. 

Mr. Reginald Myer has spent many years on 

the formation of his collection and, if it cannot 

claim to be the first ever formed, it has cYcry 

right to priority on the grounds both of its size 

early eighteenth centuries are by no means 

readily to be met with. But there arc several 

in i\Tr. :Myer's collection. They are usually 

circular in form, and in proportions, construction 

and decoration closely resemble the silver and 

silver-gilt toilet boxes of the s,u11e period. The 

earliest example in this collection is represented 

in :'.\o. i., and probably belongs to about the 

years 1680-1700. Another jar is slightly later 

in elate, and comparison with a splendid circular 

Dutch example, dated 1718, in the late Lt.-Col. 

Croft-Lyons' collection, would seem to indicate 

the years 1710-30 as about the period of its 

manufacture. The rectangular jar, �o. ii., is 

unusual both in form and decoration. It has 

every appearance of being composed of four 

miniature tombstones, and the decoration of 

trumpets and the pipes of an organ by no means 

tends to lessen the impression. It is probably 

English or Dutch, of the early years of the 

eighteenth century. 

::s;o. j .-TOBACCO JAR CIRCA 1680-1700 

and representativeness, and of the splendid 

prescn·ation and brilliant colour of very many 

of the boxes. 

Actual tobacco jars of the late seventeenth and 
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Another unusual box is cast from the same 

moulds as one illustrated by Mr. �Jalcolm Bell, 

in his Old Pewter (Plate LXXI.). This he believed 

to be French and of the sixteenth century. The 
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one 111 Mr. i\,[yer's collection is certainly Con

tinental, but its general fashion and clccoralion, 

when compared with similarly decorated pieces 

of sih·er, would suggest the early years of the 

eighteenth century as the correct period of its 

ongm. 

The jar, or box (:--;-o. iii.), is traditionally sup

posed to ha,·c once been the property of George 

Stephenson. Its fashion is, however, undoubtedly 

of the middle of the eighteenth century, and it 

must therefore have been an old box when it 

came into his possc-ssion. It is evidently nearly 

contemporary with the Dutch box gi,·en by 

i\Ir. J. H. Fitzhenry, to the Victoria and .1\lbert 

.:\[uscum, which bears the elate 1751 (l\o. 179-179a, 

1904). 

The painting on another box of the same 

period is believed by Mr. Myer to be modern, 

and there can be 110 doubt that his belief is correct. 

The metalwork itself, however, is perfectly genuine 

and of an outline unique in this collection. 

);o. i,·. dates itself. Both the fashion of the 

jar and the dresses of the figures painted thereon 

fix its period as nbout 1760-70. 

The most reliable guidance to the dates, fashions 

and decorations of the tobacco jars of the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries is 

provided by the famous tobacco box and its 

cases of the Past Overseers Society of the Parishes 

of St. ::IIargaret and St. John the E,·angelist, 

\Vcstminster. The original oval horn box was 

purchased by a certain ::IIr. Henry Monck, in 

1713, at the Horn Fair at Charlton, in J(cnt, for 

the princely sum of fourpence. The box itself 

and its surrounding cases have, however, been 

so loaded with engraved and pierced sUver bands 

and plaques, many of considerable historic and 

artistic interest, that it is now probably the most 

Yaluable tobacco box in existence. As long ago 

as 1796, before the third case was added, it was, 

when the subject of legal action, valued at £300. 

The three covering cases were, as can be gathered 

from the dated silver additions to them, made 

in 1771, 1784, and 1796, and the shapes of these 

and of their enrichments provide ample evidence 

for dating very many of the examples in Mr. 

1[yer's collection. A noYel jar, with Adam 

decoration, may be safely dated as about 1770-80 . 

:--.:o. v., ensigncd with the arms of the City of 

Leeds upon a shield of characteristic late eighteen th-

century form, may be ascribed to the years 

1780-90. lt is unfortunate that the top docs 

not belong to it; it is probably thirty years 

later in date and of French origin. 

The type of jar most frequently met with is 

rectangular in outline and octngonal in plan. 

Though the majority of these jars belong to the 

early nineteenth century, they first made their 

appearance about 1790, or possibly a little earlier, 

and the third case of the Westminster box, added 

in 1796, is of this character. The earliest jar of 

this type in ::llr. Myer's collection is )Io. vi. lt 

is handsomely decorated with ,·arious implements 

of husbandry, and may be dated about 1790-95. 

These boxes are to be found enriched with 

cast and painted and gilded decorations to suit 

all tastes, all interests, and all occasions. One 

fine example shows Sir ·waiter Raleigh smoking 

his pipe and clad in an early nineteenth-century 

travesty of an Elizabethan costume, which is 

powerfully reminiscent of the absurdities of the 

Coronation of George IV. ();o. vii.). Another 

jar was seemingly prepared for a )fason, and in 

another a personal touch is provided by the 

arms and initials of the original owner. In the 

majority of cases, however, the enrichment finds 

its inspiration in one or other of four causes. It 

may have direct reference to tobacco itself, to 

those other aids to convi\·iality and good-fellow

ship, ale .:incl wine, to the makers of the boxes 

themselves, or to their shop signs, or to some 

contemporary historical eYent. The very common 

motive of the cornucopia must come within the 

first category, strange as it may seem. Lobel, 

in his !ldversaria Nova, of 1576, notes that" most 

captains of ships who have visited that country 

(the );cw World) may be seen carrying a small 

kind of funnel, formed of a palm leaf or a recd, 

into the extreme encl of which they put the dried 

JcaYes of the plant, either rolled up or cut into 

small pieces; these they apply fire to, and then 

suck in the smoke." Marshall's frontispiece to 

Braithwait's book shows one of these early 

" cigars " in the mouth of the ncgro dummy, 

which is represented standing on the counter 

before a tobacconist's shop. The very close 

resemblance between this " cigar " and the 

classical Horn of Ceres is obvious. There can 

be little doubt that the Horns of Plenty, so com

mon on these boxes and jars, are merely debased 
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:S:o. \/Ill.-TOBACCO JAR DECOl{ATED WITH v1:-:1::: 

LEAVES AND ACANTIIUS FOI ... JAGI.?:. 

representations of these early cigars. This con

fusion may have been fostered and encouraged 

furthermore by the similarity of the word" cigar" 
to the Spanish ciggarales de A 111a/tliea, or cornu

copice. 
The close association of Bacchus and tobacco 

into a definite kinship by the invention of the 
quasi-classicat legend that Tobacco was a love
child of Bacchus and Proserpine. The offspring 
of this Olympian indiscretion was, to prevent 
any serious aftermath, changed by Jove into a 
vegetable for the ultimate consolation of man. 
So, at least, says Richard Braithwait in his 
S111oa/.:i11g Age, published in 1617. The jar 
No. viii. is decorated with vine leaves and 
acanthus foliage. 

Other decorations frequently met with, such 
as the wheatsheaf, crown, dolphin, and spread 

eagle, were all common shop signs in the eighteenth 
century, and were, no doubt, cast upon the boxes 

to be sold at the shops which bore those same 

signs. Robert Howard, tin-plate worker and 

brazier at the Wheatsheaf and Trnmpet, Smith
fielcl Bars, made jars of this tyfe late in the 
eighteenth century. The elephant, when it ap
pears, probably has reference to old John Com
pany. Other enrichments, such as the Royal 

Arms, the Prince of Wales's Feathers (J\o. ix.). 

and the Dove, are to be found on jars commemora

tive of the Irish Union of 1801, the Regency, 
which commenced in 18u, and the Peace of 1814. 

The dolphin, which appears as a lrnop with 

�o. lX.-TOIJACCO BOX, DECORATED \\'ITII 'J'JJI, PRINC'I; OF \\'AJ.J;,:;'s FEA'l'IIEllS; AND (ruG1rr) 

)io. X.-TOBACCO JAR IN GOTHIC STYLE, WITH TUDOI! l!OSE AND ST. GEOl!GE's CHOSS 

must have commenced but shortly after the 

introduction of the latter to popular use. After 

the practice of the times, this association, aided 

by the jingle of the two words, was strengthened 
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such frequency on these jars, is in all probability 

merely a survival of the Dutch tradition. 

The negro's head, which just as often surmounts 
the lids of these jars, has no connection whatever 
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with the tobacco of the same name, as is com

monly supposed. "Kegrohcad," no"· known a: 

" Cavendish," makes no appearance before about 

1839, while the negro or negrohead was used 

as a tobacconist's sign certainly as early as 16r7, 

wl1en Braithwait's book was published. 

The spread of the Gothic re,·iyaJ in the early 

nineteenth century was responsible for some 

amazingly ugly jars. A typical example is ;(o. x .. 

in which, however, the general ugliness is mitigated 

by the quality of the diapered decoration, the 

richness and brilliance of the colouring, and the 

presence of heraldry in the shape of the Cross 

of St. George and the Tudor Rose. Two Yery 

popular designs at this period were, strangely 

enough, inspired by the hideous contemporary 

church furnishings. Some jars were designed as 

fonts, while others were modelled on the Jines 

of funeral sarcophagi. .\lany of these latter were, 

no doubt, intended to commemorate the national 

figures, whose ashes were contained in the originals 

on which these designs were based. It may not 

be inappropriate to note here that during the 

eighteenth century it ,,·as customary to present 

churchwardens, upon their retirement, with 

tobacco jars. 

It is certainly strange that Lord "?\elson, so far 

as the writer's experience goes, was ne,·er com

memorated upon these jars. The French, ho,,·e,·er, 

did not neglect their national hero, and Kapoleon 

jars, if not common, are by no means unknown. 

The earliest exam pie known to the writer was. 

in 1895. in the collection of i\L Paul Leroux. 

] t was a cylindrical jar, decorated with eagles, 

between which was the portrait of the young 

Bonaparte, either after DaYid d',-\nger's medallion, 

or taken direct from Baron Gros' Bouapnrle al 

.·I rcole. In .\[r . .\[yer's collection is a box, decora

ted with a relief after Jacques Louis Da,·id's 

Le rcr Co11s11/ au passage des A!pes, painted in 

1805. A second box or jar (1\'o. xi.) is surmounted 

by a figure of the Emperor later in life, wearing 

the familiar "pctit chapeau " and "redingotc 

gris." The former box is probably nearly contem

porary with the event it celebrates; the latter 

is possibly some ten years later, or it may even 

be a memorial of the Little Corporal made during 

his exile. 

Dated jars arc rare, and there is only one 

example in j(r . .\fyer's collection. '\o. xii. 1s 

C\O. XJ.--(A130VE) TOUACCO JAR SURMO!;:-.TED II\' 

l'fGUJm OF XAPou;;oi-;; A)ID {IIEl.O\1') XO. XJJ.-T0l3ACCO 

BOX DATED l 8�0 

decorated in green and gold, and bears the date 

;\]) 1820, and an indecipherable monogram on 

the lid. The latter may represent the owner's 

initials; but the deaths in 1820 of King George III. 

and Edward Duke of Kent were recorded on 

the third case of the \\'cstminster tobacco box, 

and .\[r. J[ycr's jar may be another memorial 

to one or other of these events. 

Cylindrical jars make a not infrequent appear-
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i\OS. XJJL A:-.n Xl\'.-LEFT TO RIGIIT: CYLINDRICAL JARS CIRC.\ r816 ,\KD CIRCA 1820-30 

.�O. X\/.-JAR DECORATED WITII llU:-ITING SCJ;NES 

ance during the latter part of the eighteenth 
and the early nineteenth century. One exhibits 
a very pleasing classically inspired wave decoration 
and probably elates from about 1795-1800. 
�o. xiii. is later in elate, and may ha\·e been 
prepared to celebrate the bi-centenary of the 
death of the Swan of Avon. The "Gothic" 
innuence is \·ery marked in ;s:o. xi,· .. and the 
dress of the seated cigar-smoking figures fixes 
the period of its origin as about 1820-30. 

Xo. X\'1.-�IID NINETEE:-l'l'l-l CENTURY 

Some very elaborate cubical boxes were manu
faclured at about this period. i\fost of them are 
decorated with elaborate hunting scenes or studies 

EARLY NIXETEENTJI CENTURY 

of game and still life (No. xv.). Some of these 
i\lr. )Iyer believes to have been made for the 
Anglo-Indian market, on account of the tiger
hunting scenes which they exhibit. One very 
fine example in his collection is formed of four 
panels cast with Cupids and votive altars. The 
quality of this enrichment is iu such marked 
contrast to the ,·cry inferior execution of the lid 
and the feet, that there can be no doubt that 
the body of this box was cast from moulds a 

TOBACCO JAHS, F'ASIII0:-.1,D AS GROTESQUE 111':ADS 
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hundred years earlier in elate. This is by no 
means an uncommon occurrence in lead-work. 

A favourite mid-nineteenth-century form of 
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tobacco jar is fashioned as a contorted human 
figure. :'-Ir. :'-Iyer is inclined to accept these 
(i'/o. xvi.) as owing thPir inspiration to the Toby 
jugs of the preYious century. Be that as it may, 

square jar in :'-Ir. i\lyer's collection (�o. xvii.), 
formerly rich in colour, of which only the slightest 
traces now remain, which commemorates the 
battles of the Crimea. 

No. X\"L[.-TOUACCO nox, CO)Dll·:�1011,\TING TIIE BATTLES ov Till, CRl�IEA 

the period of these quaint jars is sufficiently 
indicated by the details of the dress in ,,·hicl1 
the figures are habited. In some cases the jar 
is of bright metal ; in others the surface has 
been painted. 

Strangely enough, none of the battles of the 
�apoleonic era seem to ha,·e been immortalised 
upon a "bacca box." There is, howe,·er, a 

Contemporary with this last jar are two others 
()Jos. x,·iii. and xix.). mid-Victorian atrocities of 
the most hideous type. They are, ne,·ertheless, 
indispensable to a collection which, so far as the 
patience and enthusiasm of its owner can make it, 
may well be the most complete of its kind not 
only in England, but probably in both Europe and 
America, ambitious though this claim may be. 

::-l'os. xv 111. A;s;D XI X.-)1!D-VICTORIA N TOBACCO BOXES 
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